The thermomagnetic convection of paramagnetic gaseous oxygen in an enclosure under a magnetic field was numerically studied to simulate the thermomagnetic convection in a space environment with no gravity. The magnetic field in the enclosure was non-uniform and was generated by a permanent magnet which had a high magnetic energy product. The magnet was placed at different locations along one of the adiabatic walls with magnetic poles perpendicular to the hot and cold walls of the enclosure. The heat transfer performance, flow field, and temperature field were studied with each location of the magnet. The results show that the thermomagnetic convection in the enclosure was obviously affected by the location of the magnet. There was an optimum magnet location in terms of the best heat transfer performance in the enclosure. The optimum magnet location changed slightly and moved toward the hot wall as the magnetic flux density increased. The value of the Nusselt number, defined as the ratio of convection to conduction, reached up to 2.54 in the studied range of parameters. By optimizing the magnet location, the convection was enhanced by up to 77% at the optimum magnet location.
Introduction
Natural convection plays an important role in energy transportation in an enclosure and has been widely studied due to its significant practical applications [1] , such as electric equipment cooling, solar energy collection [2] , melting and solidification [3] , and thermal convection in spacecraft [4] . As the magnetic field can exert a body force on the magnetic fluid, it is possible to control the fluid motion by using a magnetic field [5] . Krakov and Nikiforov [6, 7] numerically demonstrated that heat transfer inside an enclosure can be enhanced by increasing the uniform magnetic field. Tangthieng et al. [8] reported an enhancement of the Nusselt number as high as 45% by applying a permanent magnet on the top of the studied square enclosure. Yu et al. [9] and Tagawa et al. [10] reported that the thermomagnetic convection in a rectangular cavity was obviously affected by the direction of the magnetic field. Vatani et al. [11] studied the thermomagnetic convection of a ferrofluid flow induced by the internal magnetic field around a vertical current-carrying wire and found that increasing the current increased the Nusselt number nonlinearly, ultimately enhancing the heat transfer capability of the induced ferrofluid flow. Vatani et al. [12] experimentally investigated the thermomagnetic convection in ferrofluid in a vertical transient hot-wire cell. They observed that thermomagnetic convection in ferrofluid occurs earlier than natural convection in non-magnetic fluids for similar experimental conditions, and that the onset of thermomagnetic convection was dependent on the current supplied to the wire. Jiang et al. [13] numerically investigated the effect of permanent magnetic quadrupole fields on the thermomagnetic convection of air in a porous square enclosure in the presence or absence of a gravity field. Two cellular structures with horizontal symmetry about the middle plane of the enclosure were observed. In addition, the Nusselt number was increased with the increase of the magnetic force number under non-gravitational conditions. Yang et al. [14] also pointed out that the centrifugal-form magnetic force exhibits different flow and heat transfer characteristics from the gravitational free convection. Song et al. [15] numerically studied the effects of magnet position and magnet strength on the thermomagnetic convection in a square enclosure under combined magnetic and gravitational fields. The Nusselt number increased with the increase of magnetic flux density when the magnet was located near a hot wall. The optimum position of a magnet for the best heat transfer is reported. Ashouri et al. [16] numerically studied the pure magnetic convection ferrofluid flow in a square cavity under the magnetic field supplied by a permanent magnet below the bottom wall of the square cavity. Results show that the convective flow and heat transfer rise, increasing with the strengthening of the magnetic field in the absence of a gravity field. Szabo and Früh [17] numerically studied the transition from natural convection to thermomagnetic convection of a magnetic fluid in a non-uniform magnetic field. Their results show that the transition from a single buoyancy-driven convection cell to a single thermomagnetically driven cell is via a two-cell structure, and that the local effect on the flow field leads to a global effect on the heat transfer with a minimum of the Nusselt number in the transition region.
From the above mentioned review we found that most of the published papers focus on the effect of magnetic field direction or the inclined angle of a magnetic field on thermal convection. The thermomagnetic convection in the pure non-uniform magnetic field without a gravity field, such as the requirement in astronautics engineering, has scarcely been studied. The effect of the magnetic field, especially the non-uniform magnetic field supplied by a permanent magnet on thermomagnetic convection is still not well illustrated in the literature. In this paper, the thermomagnetic convection of paramagnetic gaseous oxygen under a pure non-uniform magnetic field supplied by a permanent magnet with magnetic poles paralleling to the adiabatic walls was numerically studied. The location of the magnet was optimized in terms of the strongest thermomagnetic convection in the enclosure.
Physical Model
The studied physical model is shown schematically in Figure 1 . The left wall of the square enclosure was kept at a constant high temperature and named the hot wall. Meanwhile, the right wall of the square enclosure was kept at a constant low temperature and named the cold wall. The other walls, that is, the horizontal walls, were adiabatic. The permanent magnet, the Neodymium-Iron-Boron, which possesses a high residual magnetic flux density, was placed aside the bottom wall, with the middle plane overlapping the square enclosure. The magnet was assumed to be uniformly magnetized in an x-direction, with the magnetic poles parallel to the bottom wall of the enclosure. The length of the square enclosure was L = 0.05 m. The length of the permanent magnet was set to 0.4 L. The gap between the magnet and the enclosure was δ = 0.04 L. The distance of the magnet from the hot wall was changeable along the bottom wall of the enclosure. The distance between the center of the magnet and the hot wall of the enclosure ranged between x m /L = 0.0 and 1.0. Gaseous oxygen, which has a high mass magnetic susceptibility, was considered to be the working medium in the enclosure. The details of the physical properties of gaseous oxygen and other parameters are summarized in Table 1 . The residual magnetic flux density changed from 0.5 Tesla to 3.0 Tesla with an interval of 0.5 Tesla. There were a total of 78 cases with different magnet flux densities and different magnet locations.
The magnetic field lines in the enclosure are shown in Figure 2 for different positions of the magnet. The magnets were placed at x m /L = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for Figure 2a -c, respectively. The magnetic fields in the enclosure were quite different depending on the positions of the magnet. Thus, it is valuable to study the thermomagnetic convection inside the enclosure for different magnet positions with the poles of the magnet paralleling to bottom wall of the enclosure. The magnetic field lines in the enclosure are shown in Figure 2 for different positions of the magnet. The magnets were placed at xm/L = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for Figure 2a -c, respectively. The magnetic fields in the enclosure were quite different depending on the positions of the magnet. Thus, it is valuable to study the thermomagnetic convection inside the enclosure for different magnet positions with the poles of the magnet paralleling to bottom wall of the enclosure. 
Mathematical Equations
The magnetizing force, which is similar to the gravitational force, is a conservative force. Thus, both magnetic field gradient and the temperature gradient are necessary for thermomagnetic convection. The normal expression of magnetizing force is as follows [15, 18] : The magnetic induction B can be expressed as
where A is the vector potential generated by the permanent magnet at the calculated point. The calculation of magnetic induction B refers to Reference [15] . The momentum equation including the magnetizing force is as follows:
The gas is assumed as an incompressible Newtonian fluid, and the Boussinesq approximation that density is assumed to be constant except for the density difference for buoyancy force was employed. The parameters under the isothermal state are marked ρ 0 , p 0 , and χ 0 at reference temperature T 0 .
When there is a temperature difference, the magnetic susceptibility and density also change with temperature. Subtracting Equation (4) from Equation (3), we get
The density can be expressed by a Taylor expansion around a reference state T 0 as follows:
On the other hand, the thermal volume coefficient of expansion β for gas is
Then Equation (6) can be rewritten as follows by keeping only two terms of the Taylor expansion:
With the ideal gas law, Equation (7) can be rewritten as
Using the Taylor expansion around a reference state T 0 , the difference of ρχ can be written as
The magnetic susceptibility of paramagnetic gas is a function of temperature according to the Curie law,
Equation (10) can be rewritten as
Therefore, the momentum equation, Equation (5), can be written as follows:
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The continuity equation is ∇·u = 0.
The energy equation is
The temperature of the cold wall is selected as the reference temperature, T 0 = T c . The initial conditions for the gas in the enclosure are u = w = 0, and T = T 0 , and no-slip conditions are applied on the walls of the enclosure.
The dimensionless parameters used are Nusselt numbers on the hot and cold walls. Local Nusselt number Nu h and Nu c on the hot and cold walls are as follows:
The averaged Nusselt number is obtained by averaging Nu h on the hot wall,
Grid Dependence and Validation
The grid dependence study was carried out between three grid systems 82 × 82, 102 × 102 and 122 × 122. The magnet was located at x m /L = 0.0 with Br = 2.0 T. The fine grid was about 2.2 times larger than the coarse grid. The distributions of Nu h on the hot wall and Nu c on the cold wall for different grid systems are presented in Figure 3 . As the magnetic field was non-uniform, the distribution of Nu h on the hot wall was quite different from Nu c on the cold wall, which was also quite different from the distributions of Nu h and Nu c under a gravity field, as reported in Reference [13] . The results of local Nu on both hot and cold walls are nearly the same for the three different grid systems studied. Thus, the results are grid independent in a large range of grid numbers and the medium-size grid system, 102 × 102, was selected for all computations in order to save computation resources. In order to validate the numerical method, the natural convection in a square enclosure filled with air, reported by De Vahl Davis [19] , was tested and compared with the reported results. The comparisons of the average values of Nu on the hot wall are shown in Table 2 . The averaged Nusselt number agrees well with the results reported by De Vahl Davis [19] . The maximum difference was less than 0.05%. In order to validate the numerical method, the natural convection in a square enclosure filled with air, reported by De Vahl Davis [19] , was tested and compared with the reported results. The comparisons Table 2 . The averaged Nusselt number agrees well with the results reported by De Vahl Davis [19] . The maximum difference was less than 0.05%. 
Results and Discussion

Effect of Location of Magnet on Temperature
The distributions of temperature in the enclosure with different magnet locations are shown in Figure 4 for Br = 2.0 T. The magnet locations in Figure 4a -d are x m /L = 0.2, 0.4. 0.6 and 1.0, respectively. As the magnetic field depends on the location of the magnet, the temperature fields for different magnet locations were quite different from each other. The temperature near the hot wall increased quickly from the bottom to the top of the enclosure and a large temperature gradient existed near the lower part of the hot wall. As the fluid washed toward the hot wall near the bottom wall, the temperature layer was thin near the lower part of the hot wall. The temperature near the upper part of the hot wall was high due to the strong convection near the lower part of the hot wall. Comparing Figure 4b with Figure 4a , the temperature gradient near the lower part of the hot wall in Figure 5b is slightly larger than that in Figure 4a . When the magnet location changed from x m /L = 0.4 to 1.0, the temperature gradient near the lower part of the hot wall decreased while the temperature gradient near the upper part of the hot wall increased, meaning the heat transfer on the lower part of the hot wall decreased and the heat transfer on the upper part of the hot wall increased. When the magnet was fixed at x m /L = 1.0, as shown in Figure 4d , the temperature near the hot wall increased gradually and the difference in temperature gradient near the hot wall was small compared with Figure 4a -c, meaning that the heat transfer near the hot wall was quite weak when the magnet was located at x m /L = 1.0. the temperature gradient near the hot wall continued to decrease and the temperature decreased gradually from the hot wall to the cold wall. The temperature gradient near the cold wall was larger than that near the hot wall on the line at z/L = 0.90. Figure 7 shows the vector plot of F inside the enclosure for different locations of the magnet. The combined contour plot relates to the buoyancy force Fz. As the magnetic field decreased quickly in the short distance from the magnet surface, there was a large value F only in a small region around the magnet. As the magnetic buoyancy force related to the combination of temperature and magnetic field, the values of F were not symmetric about the z-center-line of the magnet, although the magnetic field was symmetric about the z-center-line of the magnet. The temperature decreased from the hot wall to the cold wall, thus F decreased gradually, along with the magnet moving from the hot wall to the cold wall. The values of F near the left corner of the magnet were obviously larger than that near the right corner of the magnet. The value Fz was positive in the enclosure because the magnet was located below the enclosure. The value Fx was a little complicated. Fx was positive on the right Figure 7 shows the vector plot of F inside the enclosure for different locations of the magnet. The combined contour plot relates to the buoyancy force F z . As the magnetic field decreased quickly in the short distance from the magnet surface, there was a large value F only in a small region around the magnet. As the magnetic buoyancy force related to the combination of temperature and magnetic field, the values of F were not symmetric about the z-center-line of the magnet, although the magnetic field was symmetric about the z-center-line of the magnet. The temperature decreased from the hot wall to the cold wall, thus F decreased gradually, along with the magnet moving from the hot wall to the cold wall. The values of F near the left corner of the magnet were obviously larger than that near the right corner of the magnet. The value F z was positive in the enclosure because the magnet was located below the enclosure. The value F x was a little complicated. F x was positive on the right of the magnet and negative on the left of the magnet. F x was positive between the left pole and z-center-line of the magnet, while it was negative between the z-center-line and the right pole of the magnet. Figure 8 shows the distribution of buoyancy force F z on the selected lines with different magnet locations for Br = 2.0 T. The magnetic buoyancy force relates not only to the temperature difference but also tightly to the gradient of the square of magnetic field strength. As there was a large gradient of the square of magnetic field strength near the corners of the magnet, large values of magnetic force F z were obtained near the corners of the magnet. The distribution line of F z was wave-like and there are two peak points according to the corners of the magnet. As the magnetic field was symmetric about the z-center-line of the magnet and the temperature generally decreased from the left wall to the right wall, the left peak point of F z was larger than the right peak point of F z . On the line at z/L = 0.10, as shown in Figure 8a , the values of F z near the hot wall increased first when the magnet location changed from x m /L = 0.0 to x m /L = 0.2. Then, the value of F z near the hot wall decreased generally along with the moving of the magnet from x m /L = 0.2 to x m /L = 1.0. When the left pole of the magnet overlapped with the left wall, that is x m /L = 0.2, the largest value of F z was obtained near the hot wall because this was the location of the strongest magnetic field near the hot wall, where the temperature was also the highest. Then, the value of F z decreased quickly along x-direction due to the decrease in both temperature and magnetic field strength. Around the right corner of the magnet, where the magnetic field strength was high, the peak value of F z was also obtained, although the temperature was low. shown in Figure 8b ,c, the values of Fz were smaller, compared with those shown in Figure 8a , due to the weak magnetic field in the region far away from the bottom of the enclosure. As the magnetic field was weak and the difference in magnetic field strength on the selected lines was quite small, there was a slight effect of corners of the magnet on the values of Fz. Thus, the peak values of Fz related to the corners of the magnet were not obvious at z/L = 0.50 and 0.90. The magnetic buoyancy force Fz was mainly dominated by the temperature on the upper part of the enclosure where the magnetic field was quite weak. When the magnet continued moving away from the hot wall, such as at x m /L = 0.4, the magnetic field became weak near the hot wall and the value of F z near the hot wall decreased. The position of the peak value of F z also moved away from the hot wall and the value of F z decreased due to the decrease in temperature away from the hot wall. Meanwhile the difference in F z between the two peak values also decreased due to the decrease in the temperature gradient toward the cold wall, as shown in Figure 4 . When the magnet was located at x m /L = 1.0, with the cold wall overlapping with the center of the magnet, the magnetic field around the hot wall was very weak and the value of F z was very small, close to zero. There was only one peak value of F z near the cold wall corresponding to the strong magnetic field near the left corner of the magnet. On the lines at z/L = 0.50 and 0.90, as shown in Figure 8b ,c, the values of F z were smaller, compared with those shown in Figure 8a , due to the weak magnetic field in the region far away from the bottom of the enclosure. As the magnetic field was weak and the difference in magnetic field strength on the selected lines was quite small, there was a slight effect of corners of the magnet on the values of F z . Thus, the peak values of F z related to the corners of the magnet were not obvious at z/L = 0.50 and 0.90. The magnetic buoyancy force F z was mainly dominated by the temperature on the upper part of the enclosure where the magnetic field was quite weak.
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The distributions of F x on the selected lines located at z/L = 0.10, 0.50 and 0.90 are presented in Figure 9 for different magnet positions. F x was zero at the point of the intersection of the selected line and the z-center-line of the magnet because of the zero value of the magnetic field gradient along the x-direction at the intersection point. On the line at z/L = 0.1, as shown in Figure 9a , the value of F x was nearly zero near the hot wall when the magnet was located at x m /L = 0.0. The value of F x was negative in the region between x/L = 0.0 and 0.20, and F x was zero at the points ahead of x/L = 0.2, corresponding to the right corner of the magnet. Then, F x became positive and reached maximum value in the region behind the corner of the magnet. The value of F x first decreased quickly a short distance away from the pole of the magnet and then decreased gradually until zero on the cold wall. The value of F x was also nearly zero around the position at x/L = 0.4 when the magnet was located at x m /L = 0.4. In the region between x/L = 0.4 and 1.0, the thermomagnetic convection was affected by the right part of the magnetic field and the distribution of F x was similar to that of the magnet location at x m /L = 0.4. In the region between x/L = 0.0 and 0.4, the thermomagnetic convection was affected by the left part of the magnetic field. The value F x was negative in the region between x/L = 0.0 and 0.20, which was on the left of the left pole of the magnet. In the region between x/L = 0.2 and 0.4, F x was positive and the peak value of F x was obtained between x/L = 0.2 and 0.4. When the magnet moved from x m /L = 0.0 to x m /L = 1.0, the peak value of F x , due to the right pole of the magnet and the peak value in accordance with the region between the poles, decreased gradually due to the decrease in temperature. The peak value of F x , due to the left pole of the magnet, increased first when the magnet moved from x m /L = 0.2 to x m /L = 0.4 and then decreased gradually from x m /L = 0.4 to x m /L = 1.0. There was no peak point related to the left pole of the magnet for the location of the magnet at x m /L = 0.0, because the z-center-line of the magnet overlapped with the hot wall and the thermomagnetic convection in the enclosure was mainly affected by the right part of the magnetic field. On the lines at z/L = 0.5 and 0.9, as shown in Figure 9b ,c, the magnetic fields were quite weak and F x was also quite small compared with that of the line at z/L = 0.1. The value of F x was positive in the region covered by the right part of the magnetic field, and a negative value of F x was obtained in the region covered by the left part of the magnetic field. The distributions of Fx on the selected lines located at z/L = 0.10, 0.50 and 0.90 are presented in Figure 9 for different magnet positions. Fx was zero at the point of the intersection of the selected line and the z-center-line of the magnet because of the zero value of the magnetic field gradient along the x-direction at the intersection point. On the line at z/L = 0.1, as shown in Figure 9a , the value of Fx was nearly zero near the hot wall when the magnet was located at xm/L = 0.0. The value of Fx was negative in the region between x/L = 0.0 and 0.20, and Fx was zero at the points ahead of x/L = 0.2, corresponding to the right corner of the magnet. Then, Fx became positive and reached maximum value in the region behind the corner of the magnet. The value of Fx first decreased quickly a short distance away from the pole of the magnet and then decreased gradually until zero on the cold wall. The value of Fx was also nearly zero around the position at x/L = 0.4 when the magnet was located at xm/L = 0.4. In the region between x/L = 0.4 and 1.0, the thermomagnetic convection was affected by the right part of the magnetic field and the distribution of Fx was similar to that of the magnet location at xm/L = 0.4. In the Figure 10 shows the effect of the location of the magnet with Br = 2.0 T on the distribution of Nu h on the hot wall and Nu c on the cold wall. The maximum value of Nu h was obtained near the bottom wall due to the combination of the high strength of magnetic field and temperature. The maximum value of Nu h first increased, with the magnet moving from x m /L = 0.0 to x m /L = 0.3, and got the largest maximum value when the magnet was located at x m /L = 0.3. Then, the maximum value of Nu h for different magnet locations decreased when the magnet moved from x m /L = 0.3 to x m /L = 1.0. The maximum value for the case with x m /L = 0.3 was about 3.6 times larger than that of the case with x m /L = 1.0, and about 43% larger than when the magnet was located at the center with x m /L = 0.5. Nu h decreased along the hot wall due to the increase in temperature and decrease in temperature gradient when the fluid, with high temperature flowing upward the hot wall. Nu h on the upper part of the hot wall generally increased with the increase of the value of x m /L. In addition, the difference in Nu h between cases with different magnet locations was much smaller compared with that on the lower part of the hot wall. The maximum values of Nu c on the cold wall were much smaller than Nu h on the hot wall. The values of Nu c on the upper part of the cold wall were higher than that on the lower part of the cold wall, which was converse to the distribution of Nu h on the hot wall. In the regions of the upper part of the hot wall and the lower part of the cold wall, the values of both Nu h and Nu c were less than 1. The reason is that the temperature gradients, as shown in Figure 5 , are quite small in the regions near the upper part of the hot wall and the lower part of the cold wall. Thus, the conduction in the regions with a small temperature gradient was suppressed due to the thermomagnetic convection and the values of Nu h and Nu c were less than 1.
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region between x/L = 0.0 and 0.4, the thermomagnetic convection was affected by the left part of the magnetic field. The value Fx was negative in the region between x/L = 0.0 and 0.20, which was on the left of the left pole of the magnet. In the region between x/L = 0.2 and 0.4, Fx was positive and the peak value of Fx was obtained between x/L = 0.2 and 0.4. When the magnet moved from xm/L = 0.0 to xm/L = 1.0, the peak value of Fx, due to the right pole of the magnet and the peak value in accordance with the region between the poles, decreased gradually due to the decrease in temperature. The peak value of Fx, due to the left pole of the magnet, increased first when the magnet moved from xm/L = 0.2 to xm/L = 0.4 and then decreased gradually from xm/L = 0.4 to xm/L = 1.0. There was no peak point related to the left pole of the magnet for the location of the magnet at xm/L = 0.0, because the z-center-line of the magnet overlapped with the hot wall and the thermomagnetic convection in the enclosure was mainly affected by the right part of the magnetic field. On the lines at z/L = 0.5 and 0.9, as shown in Figure 9b ,c, the magnetic fields were quite weak and Fx was also quite small compared with that of the line at z/L = 0.1. The value of Fx was positive in the region covered by the right part of the magnetic field, and a negative value of Fx was obtained in the region covered by the left part of the magnetic field. Figure 11 shows the effect of magnet strength on the distributions of Nu h and Nu c on the hot and cold walls when the magnet was located at x m /L = 0.4. In the lower part of the hot wall, Nu h increased with the increase of Br. While in the upper part of the hot wall with z/L > 0.6, the difference in the value of Nu h was slight and the values were nearly the same for Br > 1.0 T. The difference in Nu h on the lower part of the hot wall decreased with the increase of Br. The maximum value of Nu h for Br = 3.0 T was about 5.24 times larger than that for Br = 0.5 T. Nu c increased first away from the bottom and reached its maximum value around the center of the cold wall. Then, Nu c decreased from the maximum value point until the top. The value of Nu c near the top wall was higher than that near the bottom wall. Magnet strength had an obvious effect on the distribution of Nu c , and Nu c generally increased with the increase of Br. In addition, the point with the maximum value of Nu c moved downward with increasing Br. The values of Nu h and Nu c were also less than 1 for some cases with different values of Br in the regions near the upper part of the hot wall and lower part of the cold wall. The reason was the same as that discussed in the figure, that the conduction in these regions was suppressed compared to the pure conduction in the enclosure with magnetic field. different magnet locations decreased when the magnet moved from xm/L = 0.3 to xm/L = 1.0. The maximum value for the case with xm/L = 0.3 was about 3.6 times larger than that of the case with xm/L = 1.0, and about 43% larger than when the magnet was located at the center with xm/L = 0.5. Nuh decreased along the hot wall due to the increase in temperature and decrease in temperature gradient when the fluid, with high temperature flowing upward the hot wall. Nuh on the upper part of the hot wall generally increased with the increase of the value of xm/L. In addition, the difference in Nuh between cases with different magnet locations was much smaller compared with that on the lower part of the hot wall. The maximum values of Nuc on the cold wall were much smaller than Nuh on the hot wall. The values of Nuc on the upper part of the cold wall were higher than that on the lower part of the cold wall, which was converse to the distribution of Nuh on the hot wall. In the regions of the upper part of the hot wall and the lower part of the cold wall, the values of both Nuh and Nuc were less than 1. The reason is that the temperature gradients, as shown in Figure 5 , are quite small in the regions near the upper part of the hot wall and the lower part of the cold wall. Thus, the conduction in the regions with a small temperature gradient was suppressed due to the thermomagnetic convection and the values of Nuh and Nuc were less than 1. of residual magnetic flux density. Under the same residual magnetic flux density, Nu first increased and then decreased in the studied range of magnet position between xm/L = 0.0 and1.0. There was an optimum location of the magnet in terms of the largest value of Nu and the optimum locations of the magnet are slightly different from cases with different values of Br. The optimum location of the magnet for the cases with Br = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 T were xm/L = 0.5, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.36 and 0.36, respectively. The optimum location moved slightly toward the hot wall with the increase of Br. The maximum values of Nu at the optimum locations reached up to 2.54, 2.02 and 1.33 for Br = 3.0 T, 2.0 T and 1.0 T, respectively. Compared with the case of xm/L = 1.0, the value of Nu at the optimum location increased by 77.0%, 69.4%, 60.0%, 46.1%, 25.2 and 4.0% for different cases with Br = 3.0 T, 2.5 T, 2.0 T, 1.5 T, 1.0 T and 0.5 T, respectively. Thus, thermomagnetic convection can be further enhanced by optimizing magnet location. 
Conclusions
Thermomagnetic convection in an enclosure under a non-uniform magnetic field supplied by a permanent magnet at different locations was studied numerically. The permanent magnet was 
Thermomagnetic convection in an enclosure under a non-uniform magnetic field supplied by a permanent magnet at different locations was studied numerically. The permanent magnet was arranged in a novel manner, with the magnet being placed near the adiabatic wall with the poles parallel to the adiabatic wall. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
1.
The location of magnet had a significant effect on the distribution of Nu on the hot wall, especially on the lower part of the hot wall. The maximum local Nu on the hot wall reached up to 2.9, 5.6 and 7.7 for Br = 1.0 T, 2.0 T and 3.0 T, respectively. 2.
The value of Nu on the upper part of the hot wall and on the lower part of the cold wall was less than 1.0, due to the suppression of conduction with a much lower temperature gradient caused by the thermomagnetic convection.
3.
The optimum location of the magnet exists in terms of the largest value of Nu. The optimum location of the magnet ranged from x m /L = 0.5 to 0.36, when the magnetic flux density increased from 0.5 T to 3.0 T. Compared with the case of x m /L = 1.0, the average value of Nu in the enclosure could be increased by up to 77% by optimizing the location of the magnet for the studied range of parameters.
